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ABSTRACT

In order to solve the difficult problem of typhoon track prediction due to the sparsity of conventional
data over the tropical ocean, in this paper, the No. 0205 typhoon Rammasun of 4–6 July 2002 is studied
and an experiment of the typhoon track prediction is made with the direct use of the Advanced TIROS-N
Operational Vertical Sounder (ATOVS) microwave radiance data in three-dimensional variational data
assimilation. The prediction result shows that the experiment with the ATOVS microwave radiance data
can not only successfully predict the observed fact that typhoon Rammasun moves northward and turns
right, but can also simulate the action of the fast movement of the typhoon, which cannot be simulated with
only conventional radiosonde data. The skill of the typhoon track prediction with the ATOVS microwave
radiance data is much better than that without the ATOVS data. The typhoon track prediction of the
former scheme is consistent in time and in location with the observation. The direct assimilation of ATOVS
microwave radiance data is an available way to solve the problem of the sparse observation data over the
tropical ocean, and has great potential in being applied to typhoon track prediction.
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1. Introduction

For a long time, the lack of sufficient observational
data has been one of the major obstacles to under-
standing typhoon movement in the Northwest Pacific
further and to predicting the typhoon accurately. Ty-
phoon or tropical cyclone (TC) track prediction, espe-
cially abnormal typhoon track prediction, is one of the
three unsolved difficult problems related to typhoon
research in the world today. In many earlier research
works (Neumann, 1979; Sanders et al., 1980; Keenan,
1982; Holland, 1984), a typhoon was considered as a
point vortex moving in uniform airflow without inter-
action, and the concept of steering flow was proposed.
In reality, typhoon track prediction with this kind of
model often produces large errors. With the devel-
opment of atmospheric science theory and progress
in sounding techniques, scientists gradually recognized
that typhoon movement is influenced by various com-

plex factors. Chen and Luo (1995a) showed that the
asymmetric structure of the inner core of a tropical cy-
clone could influence its movements apparently. Chen
et al. (1997) further showed that not only the dynam-
ical asymmetric structure but also the thermodynam-
ical asymmetric structure of a tropical cyclone could
influence its movements. Furthermore, the movements
can be influenced by environmental systems of differ-
ent scales (Chen and Luo 1995b; Zhu 1996; Meng et
al., 2002). Owing to the lack of key observation data
over the vast tropical ocean and the limitation of data
analysis techniques, it is difficult to directly obtain the
initial fields that are needed in the forecast models to
reflect the characteristics of the actual typhoon struc-
ture. The results of Qu and Heming (2002) showed
that dropsonde data could improve TC track fore-
casts. At present, an artificial typhoon is constructed
(bogus data) as an initial field in the model. Several
operational centers, such as the Japan Meteorological
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Administration, the National Meteorological Center of
China, the Guangzhou Tropical Ocean Institute, the
Shanghai Typhoon Institute, etc., use this technique.
Thus the typhoon track predictions are improved.

The appearance of the meteorological satellite was
an epoch-making event in atmospheric sounding tech-
niques. The use of meteorological satellites can obtain
a larger coverage area, even distribution, and higher
spatial resolution for atmospheric information, and
it can solve the problem of the lack of conventional
data in the depopulated zones of ocean, plateau, and
desert, which cannot be solved by conventional ob-
servation systems. A preliminary study was carried
out on the employment of satellite cloud-derived wind
which showed some positive impacts on TC track fore-
casts (Zhang and Wang, 1999); the study showed that
cloud-derived wind data may improve the wind analy-
sis field and consequently improve TC track prediction.
Another study showed that TC track and rainfall pre-
diction could be apparently improved with the use of a
modified diabatic heating scheme based on the distri-
bution of satellite brightness temperature (Zhou and
Zhu, 1999).

In particular, the NOAA (the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration) polar-orbiting
meteorological satellite-borne Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit (AMSU) can not only detect verti-
cal profiles of atmospheric temperature and humidity,
but it also has the unique ability to penetrate through
heavy cloud layers, except for precipitation clouds, and
it can detect the inner structure of typhoons. The dif-
ficulty is that the meteorological satellite does not di-
rectly sound the atmospheric temperature and humid-
ity but it sounds the thermal radiances within many
frequency bands, which radiate into space. There
is some complicated nonlinear relationship between
thermal radiances and atmospheric variables, thus
the conventional analysis method based on spatial
interpolation cannot be used. In numerical weather
prediction, there are two main ways to apply satel-
lite radiance data. First, satellite sounding radiance
data are converted to the atmospheric variables of
temperature and humidity using the physical retrieval
method, and then the retrieved data are assimilated in
the same way as conventional observation data. This
method has two problems: (1) the ill-posedness of the
retrieval calculation; (2) the inconsistency between the
first-guess values of the retrieved data and the initial
field of the numerical weather prediction model in the
numerical prediction operational centers. The second
main way to use satellite radiance data is through di-
rect assimilation, based on the three-dimensional vari-
ational (3DVAR) assimilation technique (Courtier et
al., 1994; Courtier et al., 1996; Courtier, 1997; Lorenc,

1997). The fundamental idea is that the simulated ra-
diances are calculated using analysis variables through
the atmospheric transfer equation, and the differences
between the simulated radiances and the observed ra-
diances are also calculated. Adding certain constraint
conditions, constructing a cost function, and using
the optimum method, the analysis variables are then
obtained in the minimizing process (Eyre et al., 1993;
Andersson et al., 1994; Rabier et al., 2000). The
method can not only analyze satellite radiance data
that have a complicated nonlinear relationship with
the model variables, but can also effectively analyze
different kinds of observed data that have different er-
ror characteristics, and can carry out the integration
of the retrieval and the analysis in one step. Moreover,
this method can effectively overcome the ill-posedness
difficulty in the retrieval problem with the forward
method to avoid the complexity of the retrieval prob-
lem.

Zhang (2003) used ATOVS microwave data in a
3DVAR assimilation analysis to study the typhoon
structure over the Northwest Pacific and the change of
the typhoon structure in different periods. The study
shows that ATOVS microwave assimilation data can
correctly describe the characteristics and changes of
the typhoon 3D structure over the Northwest Pacific,
which cannot be obtained using conventional observed
data. Based on this work, we further study, the impact
of ATOVS microwave assimilation data on typhoon
track prediction. In this paper, the introduction is
given in section 1; in section 2, the characteristics of
the AMSU microwave data and its assimilation anal-
ysis method are introduced; the numerical prediction
model is simply introduced in section 3; the numerical
experiments and analysis are carried out in section 4;
and conclusions are stated in section 5.

2. The direct assimilation analysis method of
ATOVS radiance data

2.1 3DVAR assimilation method

The fundamental idea of the 3DVAR assimilation
method is to find the closest solution between the effec-
tive observation and background field (the first guess)
in the given periods under the meaning of the least
square method by adjusting the first guess. The func-
tion (also called the cost function) is generally defined
as

J =
1
2
(x− xb)TB−1(x− xb)

+
1
2
(y − yo)

TO−1(y − yo) (1)

where x is the analysis vector (on model grid points),
xb is the background vector (on model grid points)
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with dimension N (the number of model grid points),
yo is the observational vector (on observation loca-
tions) with dimension M (the number of observations),
y is the observation vector derived from x, B−1 is the
inverse of the covariance matrix of the background er-
ror with the order of N × N,O−1 is the inverse of
covariance matrix of the observational error with the
order of M ×M .

y is given by y = H(x),H is the observation op-
erator, which represents the mapping from the model
space to the observation space.

In principle, the analysis vector x which minimizes
the cost function J can be found using a descent algo-
rithm, using some software to calculate J and its gra-
dient ∇xJ . For the practical solution of this problem,
two transformations are made: the transformation to
increments and the transformation to a preconditioned
analysis variable.
2.1.1 Incremental approach

According to Courtier et al. (1994), the incremen-
tal approach is used to solve the computational ex-
pense problem in the evaluation of the cost function
in the minimizing process.

Expand observation operator H(x) at xb as a Tay-
lor series, and truncate to the first two terms:

H(x) = H(xb + δx) ≈ H(xb) + H ′δx , (2)

where .

H ′ =
∂H

∂x
, δx = x− xb .

Let

d = H(xb)− yo , (3)

J can be expressed as

J =
1
2
δxTB−1δx+

1
2
(H ′δx+d)TO−1(H ′δx+d) ,

(4)

and its gradient as

∇δxJ = B−1δx + H ′TO−1(H ′δx+d) (5)

2.1.2 Preconditioning
It is well known that numerical methods for ma-

trix inversion are very sensitive to the conditioning of
the matrix to invert. Mathematically, the conditioning
number is defined as the ratio of the largest eigenvalue
to the smallest if the matrix is semi-positive definite.
In practice, a large conditioning number tends to slow
down or stop the convergence of the iterative process.
On the other hand, a matrix with a conditioning num-
ber close to 1 tends to speed up the convergence of the
iterative process.

For a practical solution, the analysis variables are
designed to improve the conditioning of the Hessian
matrix in the minimization process. The Hessian is a
matrix of second-order partial derivatives with respect

to the analysis variables.

∇2
δxJ = B−1 + HTO−1H . (6)

The observation operator H in the second term of (6)
is dependant on the observing system. It is hard to
analyze the exact conditioning number in a general
way. So one should concentrate on the first term of
(6), which depends on the background error covari-
ance matrix B−1 only. It has been observed that er-
rors in background term usually come from balanced
and smooth modes, which corresponds to small eigen-
values of B−1, while there exist some unbalanced or
rough model, which corresponds to large eigenvalues of
B−1. This large range of eigenvalues means that B−1

is ill-conditiond. To avoid the computational difficulty
and to improve the convergence, a variable transforma-
tion is used to precondition the cost function (Lorenc,
1997). The new analysis variable w is defined as

δx =
√

Bw (7)

Substituting (7) into (4) and (5), the cost function and
its gradient after transformation can be obtained

J=
1
2
wTw+

1
2
(H ′

√
Bw+d)TO−1(H ′

√
Bw+d) ,

(8)

∇wJ = w +
√

B
T
H ′TO−1(H ′

√
Bw+d) , (9)

and the Hessian as

∇2
wJ = I +

√
B

T
HTO−1H

√
B , (10)

where I is the identity matrix. This new Hessian ma-
trix (10) is expected to be much better conditioned
than the old one (6). Formulae (8) and (9) are the
cost function and its gradient in our scheme. In the
case of ATOVS radiances, H mainly represents a ra-
diative transfer model.
2.1.3 The fast radiative transfer model RTTOV

RTTOV (Radiative Transfer for TIROS-N Oper-
ational Vertical Sounder) is a fast radiative transfer
model which has been under development at ECMWF
since 1990 (Saunders et al., 1999). It computes
top-of-atmosphere radiances and equivalent blackbody
brightness temperatures for satellite infrared and mi-
crowave radiometers given an input atmospheric pro-
file of temperature, water vapor and optionally ozone
and cloud liquid water. It supports many different
satellite radiance observations such as the NOAA (Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) se-
ries of polar-orbiting satellites, the GOES (The Geo-
stationary Operational Environmental Satellite) series
of stationary satellites, etc.

The model uses an approximate form of the atmo-
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spheric radiative transfer (RT) equation.

L(ν, θ) =τ(ν, θ, ps)A(ν, Ts)

−
∫ ps

0

A[ν, T (p)]
∂τ(ν, θ, p)

∂p
dp , (11)

where L(ν, θ) is upwelling radiance on the top of the
atmosphere at a frequency ν and viewing angle θ from
zenith at the surface. the first item of equation (11)
is the radiance from the surface (emitted and reflected
assuming specular reflection) and the second item is
the radiance emitted by the atmosphere A(ν, T ) is the
Planck function for a scene temperature, τ(ν, θ, p) is
the surface to space transmittance, τ(ν, θ, p) is the
layer to space transmittance. T is the layer mean tem-
perature and Ts, the surface temperature. p is the
pressure of layer and ps, the surface pressure.

For a practical solution, the observation operator
H consists of four parts

H = HSHRTHVHH (12)

where HH is the horizontal interpolation operator, i.e.,
the gridpoint data of the background field (prediction
model) are interpolated using a bi-linear interpolation
onto the view field on which the observed brightness
temperature data are located; HV is the vertical inter-
polation operator, i.e., through the horizontal interpo-
lation, the data on the levels of the prediction model
are interpolated vertically to the levels of the radiance
transfer model RTTOV (Saunders et al., 1999), a natu-
ral logarithm bi-linear interpolation is adopted within
the levels of the prediction model (1000 hPa–10 hPa),
and an extrapolation is adopted above the top level of
the prediction model and below its bottom level; HRT

is the radiance transfer forward operator RTTOV; and
HS is the channel selection operator. ( )′ is the tan-
gential linear operator and ( )T is the corresponding
adjointing operator.

2.2 Quality control

Many factors can cause large errors in satellite
observations, such as the weather conditions (clear,
cloudy, or overcast), the ground conditions (sea sur-
face, land, sea ice, etc.), the geographical location (as
in middle-latitudes or the Tropics), observational geo-
metrical conditions (sub-satellite point or an edge mea-
sure), the response characteristics and accuracy in the
process of the sensor moving in the orbit, the error
of the forward model and the error of the background
field, and so on. In order to guarantee consistency
between neighboring data and quality of the analysis
result, quality control procedures must be done first.
In this paper, they are a check for extreme values, a
check for departures between the background field of
the simulated observation value and the actual obser-
vation value, and cloud detection.

2.2.1 Extreme value check
The radiance brihness temperature data in the

range 150◦C–350◦C, so observed data outside of the
interval are rejected.
2.2.2 A check for departures between the background

field of the simulated observation value and the
actual observation value

Using the threshold check, the radiance brightness
temperature data that cannot satisfy the following in-
equality

|ybi − y0i| 6 kσ0 (13)

are excluded, where ybi and y0i are the background
field of the simulated observation value and the actual
observation value in channel i, respectively; σ0 is the
covariance of radiance brightness temperature data; k
is a parameter, set as k = 6 according to experimental
tests.
2.2.3 Cloud detection

Despite the ability of AMSU to penetrate the cloud
layer to detect atmospheric temperature and humid-
ity, the water droplets and ice crystals in precipitation
cloud are larger than the radiance wavelength, so the
resulting scatter can weaken the signal below the cloud
layer. This influences the detection, thus the presence
of precipitation cloud must be checked. According to
the precipitation probability (unit: %) of the ATOVS
1D dataset, we use

P =
1

1 + e−f
, (14)

f = 10.5 + 0.184TB1 − 0.221TB15 (15)

where TB1 and TB15 are the observation brightness
temperature in channel 1 and channel 15, respectively.
When

P > 70

the radiance brightness temperature must be rejected.
2.2.4 Channel selection

The channel selection is decided according to the
peak energy contribution level of the sounder channel
and the influence of the sounding objective on the re-
trieval results of temperature and water vapor. In or-
der to avoid the negative influence of surface albedo on
the retrieval results of temperature and water vapor,
channels 1–4 of the microwave sounder AMUS-A and
channels 1–2 of AMUS-B are excluded. Channels 12–
15 of the microwave sounder AMUS-A are excluded
in order to avoid the error caused by the interpola-
tion method above the model’s top level that might
influence the retrieval results of temperature and wa-
ter vapor.

2.3 Data

The observation data used in the experiments con-
sist of the ATOVS microwave radiance brightness tem-
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Table 1. Experiment schemes.

Scheme Radiosonde data ATOVS data Analysis scheme Prediction model Model boundary conditions

1 Yes No 3DVAR assimilation WRF T213 model prediction fields

(every 3 hours)

2 Yes Yes As above As above As above

 21

 

 

b 

Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1. The initial geopotential height and streamline charts of (a) Experiment 1,
and (b) Experiment 2 at 850 hPa at 1500 UTC 4 July 2002 (The contours represent
geopotential height with an interval of 20 m, and the arrows represent wind).
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Fig. 2. The typhoon track prediction chart, where the
heavy solid line is the observed typhoon track, the dashed
line represents Expt.1 (conventional data only) 1 and the
dotted line represents Expt. 2 (conventional and satellite
data).

perature data of the polar-orbiting satellite NOAA-
16 and the conventional radiosonde observation data.
The background fields are the prediction fields of the
global spectral model T213.

3. Introduction of the numerical prediction
model

The Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model
is adopted as the experimental numerical prediction-
model. This model is a new generation mesoscale nu-
merical prediction model developed by the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), NOAA,
the Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms
(CAPS) at the University of Oklahoma, and other
institutions and universities. WRF is the model for
research and operational numerical weather predic-
tion, and will replace the present mesoscale and re-
gional models, such as the Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity (PSU)/NCAR Mesoscale Model (MM5), the
Eta model at the National Centers for Environmen-
tal Prediction (NCEP), and the Rapid Update Cy-
cle (RUC) system of the Forecast System Labora-
tory (FSL), etc. In the WRF model, the equations
of the perfect, compressible, nonhydrostatic flux form
are adopted, the vertical coordinate is the orography-
following height coordinate, the horizontal coordinate
is the C-type rectangular grid, and the Euler explicit
time-split integral scheme is adopted. Considering the
more actual orography and underlying surface classi-
fication data, the relaxation boundary conditions are
used in the lateral boundary. The Betts-Miller-Janjic
scheme is used as the cumulus convective parameteri-
zation method. The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

(RRTM) scheme is used as the atmospheric longwave
radiance parameterization. The Dudhia simplified
scheme is used as the solar shortwave radiance param-
eterization method. The MM5 five-layer soil temper-
ature model is used as the land surface process. The
WRF scheme is used in the planetary boundary layer.
The model horizontal grid is 150×130. There are 35
vertical layers. The horizontal grid length is 30 km
and the time step is 120 seconds.

4. Numerical experiments

4.1 Case introduction

The No. 0205 typhoon, Rammasun, over the
Northwest Pacific during 4–6 July 2002 is selected
to study the typhoon track. At 1500 UTC 4 July,
typhoon Rammasun was located at 29.6◦N, 123.5◦E,
then it moved northward. At 0600 UTC 5 July, it be-
gan to move northeastward. At 1800 UTC, it moved
rapidly across the Korean Peninsula. At 1200 UTC
6 July, typhoon Rammasun arrived at the east side
of the Korean Peninsula, with its center located at
38.0◦N, 129◦E. The action of this typhoon movement
consists of turning motion and fast movement. This
typhoon is a good case to study the typhoon track
using the satellite data.

4.2 Experiment scheme

In order to investigate the impact of ATOVS mi-
crowave radiance brightness temperature data on the
typhoon track prediction, two experiments are carried
out. In the first experiment, only the conventional ra-
diosonde data are adopted as the observation data, and
the results after the assimilation are accepted as the
initial fields of the WRF model for the 45-hour predic-
tion. In the second experiment, the ATOVS microwave
radiance brightness temperature data are added into
the set of observation data, and other factors are the
same as in the first experiment (Table 1).

4.3 Analysis of experiment results

Figures 1a and 1b are the 850-hPa geopotential
streamline fields of Expt. 1 and Expt. 2, respectively,
at the initial time (1500 UTC 4 July). The domain
shown in the figures is parts of the actual computa-
tional area, i.e., 25◦–45◦N, 114◦–145◦E. As shown in
the figures, the initial fields of Expt. 1 and Expt. 2
are nearly the same except for the center area of the
typhoon; the circulation situation is high in the east
and low in the west. The typhoon is located in the
southeast seaside of China, and its center is located at
29.6◦N, 123◦E. The subtropical high is to the east of
the typhoon.
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Figure 2 is both experiment results of the typhoon
track prediction, where the heavy solid line is the
observaed track, the dashed line represents Expt. 1,
and the dotted line represents Expt. 2. Expt. 1 (with
the conventional observation) shows that the typhoon
moves northward first, and at hour 21 of the predic-
tion (i.e., 1200 UTC 5 July), the typhoon center is
located at 33.0◦N, 123.4◦E; in comparison with the
actual figure (the analysis field of the global spectral
model T213 at the same time), the movement of the
typhoon is somewhat slow, and it continues to move
northward rather than northeastward, and the error of
the track prediction is 140 km. At hour 33 of the pre-
diction, the typhoon moves northeastward and close
to the Korean Peninsula, with its center located at
35.5◦N, 125.3◦E. At this time, the center of the ty-
phoon is still lagging the actual position. The error of
the track prediction is increased to 160 km. At hour
45 of the prediction, the typhoon continues to move
northeastward, and lands at the Korean Peninsula. In
comparison with the actual field, Expt. 1 cannot pre-
dict the rapid movement of the typhoon across the
Korean Peninsula, and the error of the typhoon track
prediction is increased to more than 280 km.

The prediction result with the satellite observation
data (Expt. 2) shows that the typhoon begins to move
northward, the same as Expt. 1 at first. At hour 21 of
the prediction, the typhoon center is located at 33.5◦N,
124.0◦E, which is nearer to the actual field; the north-
eastward turning of the typhoon after 0600 UTC 5 July
is followed (not shown in the figure), and the error of
the typhoon track prediction is about 70 km. At hour
33 of the prediction, the typhoon continues to move
northeastward, begins to land at the Korean Penin-
sula, the typhoon center is consistent with the actual
one, and the error of the typhoon track prediction is
less than 30 km. At hour 45 of the prediction, the sim-
ulated typhoon Rammasun moves quickly across the
Korean Peninsula, with its center located at 38.7◦N,
130.2◦E, which is very close to the actual one, and the
error of the typhoon track prediction is less than 40
km.

Comparing Expt. 1 with Expt. 2, it can be seen that
the directions of the typhoon movement are nearly the
same; the process of the typhoon, which moves north-
ward and then turns northeastward can be simulated
correctly. Expertment 2, in which the satellite data
are added, is somewhat better. But the typhoon dis-
placement speeds of Expt. 1 and Expt. 2 are quite dif-
ferent. The displacement speed of Expt. 1 (in which
only the conventional observation data are used) is ap-
parently slow, and the process in which the typhoon
passes rapidly over the Korean Peninsula cannot be

simulated, and the error of the typhoon track predic-
tion increases with the prediction time. Experiment
2, on the other hand, can not only simulate the ty-
phoon’s northward displacement and turning, but can
also simulate the rapicl displacement. In Expt. 2, the
simulated typhoon is close to the actual observation
results in time and in location.

5. Conclusions and discussions

In order to use the ATOVS microwave radiances,
to inspect the impact of this kind of data on typhoon
track prediction, and to solve the difficult problem of
typhoon track prediction due to the lack of conven-
tional observation data over the tropical oceans, the
authors use the latest 3DVAR assimilation technique
to directly assimilate the ATOVS microwave radiance
data, and use them as the initial fields of the prediction
model to predict the typhoon track. The No. 0205 ty-
phoon, Rammasun, during 4–6 July 2002 is used as
the case study to analyze the impact experiment. The
following conclusions are obtained:

(l) The assimilation experimental schemes of differ-
ent data have a great impact upon the prediction of the
typhoon track. Experiment 2 in which the ATOVS mi-
crowave radiance data are added can not only correctly
predict the tendency of the northward movement and
turning of typhoon Rammasun, but can also simulate
the rapid displacement of the typhoon which cannot be
simulated by using conventional radiosonde data only
(Expt. 1). In comparing the prediction result of the
experimental scheme with the conventional radiosonde
data, the experimental scheme with the ATOVS mi-
crowave radiance data apparently improves the track
prediction of typhoon Rammasun; the simulated ty-
phoon track using this scheme is consistent with the
actual observation result in time and in location.

(2) The ATOVS microwave assimilation data may
correctly describe the 3D structure characteristics of a
typhoon in the Northwest Pacific and its change char-
acteristics, which cannot be described by conventional
observation data (Zhang, 2003). The successful simu-
lation of the sudden acceleration of typhoon Ramma-
sun in Expt. 2 means that the typhoon structure has
a great impact upon the variance of typhoon displace-
ment speed.

(3) Both experiments can correctly simulate the
displacement direction of the typhoon, which means
that the steering flow is still important in the typhoon
movement.

(4) In order to overcome the lack of the conven-
tional observation data over the vast tropical ocean,
many operational prediction centers widely use the
“bogus” technique at the present, which is used to sub-
stantially construct a “real typhoon”. The successful
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typhoon track prediction of Expt. 2 indicates that the
direct assimilation of the ATOVS microwave radiance
data may improve the “bogus” technique and finally
replace it.

With the rapid development of atmospheric science
theory and remote sensing sounding techniques, the
era of relying mainly on conventional observation data
is gone, and the era of relying mainly on unconven-
tional satellite observations is coming. The ATOVS
microwave sounding system borne on the NOAA polar-
orbiting meteorological satellites not only has the char-
acteristics of a wide coverage area and high sounding
accuracy, but also has the ability to penetrate through
heavy clouds to detect the vertical structure of the at-
mospheric temperature and humidity. The results of
this experiment and former observation experiments
(Zhang, 2003) show that the ATOVS microwave ra-
diance data and their assimilation technique are an
effective way to solve the problem of the lack of con-
ventional observation data over the tropical ocean, and
has great potential and brilliant prospects in typhoon
track prediction.
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